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Software & Systems Requirements Engineering: In PracticeMcGraw-Hill, 2009
Proven Software & Systems Requirements Engineering Techniques

"Requirements engineering is a discipline used primarily for large and complex applications. It is more formal than normal methods of gathering requirements, and this formality is needed for many large applications. The authors are experienced...
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Applying Design for Six Sigma to Software and Hardware SystemsPrentice Hall, 2009

	The Practical, Example-Rich Guide to Building Better Systems, Software, and Hardware with DFSS

	

	Design for Six Sigma (DFSS) offers engineers powerful opportunities to develop more successful systems, software, hardware, and processes. In Applying Design for Six Sigma to Software and Hardware Systems, two...
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DB2 pureXML Cookbook: Master the Power of the IBM Hybrid Data ServerIBM Press, 2009

	Hands-On Solutions and Best Practices for Developing and Managing XML Database Applications with DB2


	 


	More and more database developers and DBAs are being asked to develop applications and manage databases that involve XML data. Many are utilizing...
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J2EE Security for Servlets, EJBs, and Web ServicesPrentice Hall, 2003
J2EE developers have an extraordinary array of powerful options for securing their Web services, Web applications, EJB components and RMI objects. Now, expert Java architect Pankaj Kumar helps developers make sense of Java's increasingly rich security APIs, tools, patterns, and best practices-showing how to use each of them in the right place,...
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Maximizing ASP.NET Real World, Object-Oriented DevelopmentAddison Wesley, 2005
Using ASP.NET, you can build Web applications that deliver  unprecedented power and performance. But to make the most of ASP.NET, Web  developers need to think and work very differently from the ways they've  programmed in the past. In Maximizing ASP.NET Jeffrey Putz helps you make the  transitionand reap the rewards.

...
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Web Engineering: Principles and TechniquesIdea Group Publishing, 2005
Since the advent of the Web, every aspect of our lives and organizational activities has changed dramatically. Organizations’ expectations and dependencies on the use of Web technologies have increased rapidly over the years. Most organizations have conceived these Web technologies as a critical instrument for enhancing their performance;...
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Pro NetBeans IDE 5.5 Enterprise EditionApress, 2007
Written for Java™ developers of varying skill and familiarity with the open source NetBeans™ IDE as well as Java IDEs in general, Pro NetBeans™ IDE 5.5 Enterprise Edition focuses on using NetBeans IDE as a professional Java EE 5 software development platform.
Experienced author Adam Myatt provides a comprehensive...
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Innovate the Future: A Radical New Approach to IT InnovationPrentice Hall, 2010

	A Proven, Step-by-Step Method for Consistently Creating Revolutionary Products, Services, and Processes


	 


	When it comes to entering, creating, or dominating markets, disruptive innovation is the most powerful tool you have. Unfortunately, most companies find...
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Integrating PHP Projects with JenkinsO'Reilly, 2011

	
		Today's web applications require frequent updates, not just by adding or upgrading features, but by maintaining and improving the software’s existing code base as well. This concise book shows PHP developers how to use Jenkins, the popular continuous integration server, to monitor various aspects of software quality...
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Managing Oracle Fusion Applications (Oracle Press)McGraw-Hill, 2011


	Fusion Applications takes the concept of an Enterprise Application to a whole

	new level. Whether you’re in the IT department, a systems integrator, a business

	leader, or an end user, Fusion Applications has more of what you need, less of

	what you don’t, and some of what you didn’t even think possible.

...
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UML 2 and the Unified Process: Practical Object-Oriented Analysis and Design (2nd Edition)Addison Wesley, 2005

	"This book manages to convey the practical use of UML 2 in clear and understandable terms with many examples and guidelines. Even for people not working with the Unified Process, the book is still of great use.  UML 2 and the Unified Process, Second Edition  is a must-read for every UML 2 beginner and a helpful guide and...
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Designing the iPhone User Experience: A User-Centered Approach to Sketching and Prototyping iPhone AppsAddison Wesley, 2010

	Given the fiercely competitive state of the iPhone app landscape, it has become increasingly challenging for app designers and developers to differentiate their apps. The days are long gone when it was possible to crank out an app over the weekend and refine it after receiving a few not so flattering user reviews....
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